
The Space Enterprise Applications Consortium (SEAC) announced today that one of its partner 
companies will build a space settlement where 5000 people will live in orbit around the Moon  The 
facility will primarily serve as a transfer station for passengers and cargo transitioning between 
inter-orbit spacecraft and lunar landers.  Selected SEAC member companies meet tomorrow at 
Imperial College in London.  The SEAC lead organization is The Foundation Society, which will 
define requirements for the settlement and solicit design proposals.  Only one company will be 
selected as prime contractor for the project.   

The value of a large lunar-orbiting settlement became apparent through planning of logistics for 
operations on the Moon.  Foundation Society President Edwards Smith said “lunar passenger 
shuttles can be more efficiently operated and maintained from one large orbital base instead of the 
multiple depots now in lunar orbit.”  Logistics of rendezvous between inter-orbital and landing 
spacecraft become easier to plan if cargo and passengers have an established place to dock.  “This 
will be a place where many people go, and relatively few stay--like a busy dirtside hub airport 
providing connections with long layovers between long flights.”  A bigger port will also enable 
simultaneously accommodating multiple more efficient large ore carriers serving orbital refineries.  
Smith said “this settlement will be designed big from the start, a radical departure from existing 
orbital facilities assembled by adapting modules designed for the International Space Station.”  

Selenologist Peter Lee observed that most of the cargo to be handled by the new settlement will be 
raw materials and ores from the surface of the Moon, destined for refineries and other on-orbit 
uses.  “There is nothing tidy about this stuff” said Lee.  “The folks on the Moon will do 
everything they can to bale it up or otherwise contain it, but there will probably be some dust on the 
outside surfaces.  And if a container breaks, there could be a weightless dusty mess.”  For that 
reason, it will be necessary to keep passenger and cargo areas separate in the settlement’s port.
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Selenologist Peter Lee described other unique challenges associated with building in the lunar 
neighborhood:  “Earth’s moon has less nitrogen than just about anywhere else in the solar system, 
and we will need a lot of it for the atmosphere in the settlement.  We will also need a lot of water.  
Even though the hydrogen compounds in the cold traps at the lunar poles include water, the solar 
wind that brought the hydrogen also caused some bizarre and toxic chemistry.  It’s not like you can 
just melt the regolith and filter out the mud to get water; you have to separate out hydroxides, 
methane, formaldehyde, and molecules we have seen nowhere else, plus compounds formed from 
deuterium.  And the concentrations are very small; just 1.5% of the polar regolith is hydrogen 
compounds by weight.  It’s harder than separating out gold from low-yield ores on Earth.”

Foundation Society analyst Gale Uttamchandani said that unlike the Alexandriat settlement with a 
diverse economic base, this one will have one primary task, to operate the transfer port.  The 
primary economic drivers will be port taxes, cargo transfer fees, and expenditures by transitioning 
passengers.  The community is expected to appeal to people who want to sample the space lifestyle 
for a few years before making lifetime commitments, and those who enjoy the vibrancy of a busy 
port or the close-knit neighborhoods of a smaller town.

With apologies for an intentional misspelling to fit the Foundation Society’s naming convention 
for its settlements, Smith said the settlement will be called “Arial”, for the spirit Ariel in 
Shakespeare’s The Tempest.  Upon being asked by his master to perform all  manner of amazing 
tasks, he cheerfully responded “it shall be done”.  Arial will be a key element of infrastructure to 
enable human expansion in space.  Its residents may very well adopt the motto “it shall be done” 
for their daily activities.
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